	
  

	
  

Additional Comments. Any final thoughts are welcome here.
Topic of lab was determined by which lab you ended up in (PC or one of 2 Mac labs) not by actual
interest. Too much unstructured lab time on single topic based on interest and skill of excellent presenter.
The only thing the featured speaker & other presenters failed to address were the possible downsides of
using social media. Even a small dash of skepticism would provide a healthy balance to today's very
energizing, well planned & thought provoking presentation.Thank you! This was a great presentation. I
wish there were more practice session. The speaker was excellent to open our eyes on how to use SM
beyond the Big 4 but looking forward to the notes......And I figured out how to set up a private Pinterest
board & pin pix during the practice session even if you were talking about Twitter...:-)...Overall an
excellent day. Thank you--this was thought provoking. Specific parameters to be aware of , and take
advantage of, in each of the primary social media would be so helpful.Facebook, Linked-in, Twitter and
Pinterest. Great job - thanks to all involved and I hope to see more training on this subject soon! The
featured speaker's presentation was very enlightening. I now realize the impact that social media can
have on our lives. As result, I will join and use Pinterest and consider using Twitter. c A full half hour for
breakfast was too much, would have preferred 15 minutes and an earlier start. The noise level in the
room for the breakout sessions was really intrusive and made it hard to concentrate. I need elementary
workshops on LInkedIn and Facebook and Twitter I thought the speaker and lab leader were excellent. I
always learn from Jeffrey Riman, he truly exemplifies excellence in teaching. My issue with social media
is the degree of public exposure and lack of barriers. I also find that some of these platforms overlap with
one another and, thus, cause more confusion for the user than efficiency. I find that between google,
youtube, angel, email and texting I am able to perform most of what these social platforms offer, without
the discomfort of widespread public exposure. With that said, I do intend to further explore some of these
platforms so that I can at least move into the future with more knowledge of what's out there, ideas of
public trends and the ability to keep up with the techno lingo of my students. Thank you for a wellorganized and educational event!AnneMarie Tamis-Nasello, Dept. of Modern Languages and Culture
Terrific speaker. Learned alot from him. Would be nice to have a similar event on internet tools for
research. Worksho was outstanding in all respects. Sree's presentation was excellent -- very clear an
informative. Time well spent...Well organized and executed... Thank you! excellent Great day. Thanks!
very interesting speaker and presentation I loved this Adjunct Institute and I would attend again to learn
alot more! Always enjoy these institute get-togethers. It makes for a more community feel to our FIT
teaching experience. Was hoping to have more elemental level discussion/lecture. The Pinterest was nice
to spend a little time with but don't see how much more useful it is than going to YouTube for example. It
was a good topic, but there was little chance to ask question of speaker or debate issues with him Small
group presentations showed a wide range of interest and capabilities, but there was no chance for
specifics. How I use this or that, how my department uses things, how my students use things, best
practices, dealing wth resistance from department, college. students etc. Very little actual "what to do "
ideas. Great Presentation on very topical matter Excellent speaker. Definitely motivated to learn more
about socia media. This was a wonderful beginning and needs certainly follow up in the above I
absolutely loved this year's Adjunct Summer Institute. This really opened my eyes to all that Social Media
can do and how to use it. Would love more on this area. Small groups for hands on workshops are the
most educational. It is important to get people on the same computer literate level in one workshop.
Excellent workshop! Looking forward to more training. Hopefully there will be another follow-up workshop
in the fall even if it has to be shorter time frames on separate days. Pretty much a home run. Thanks!
Wonderfully informative speaker - wish we had more lab time! It was a very interesting seminar. I was so
glad to have been given the opportunity to attend it. I thank all of the organizers for the support. Very
informative session. The speaker was great. The hands-on portion was great also. I look forward to
future/continuing sessions on this ever-changing subject, just to stay current. Very informative--learned a
lot. Sree was great! This was a GREAT presentation. I am highly motivated to integrate social media into
my classroom in the fall semester, and I have a few ideas that I'd like to implement.Thank you for today!! I
enjoyed the event very much and found it very informative. The main speaker was excellent. The keynote
speaker was very entertaining and informative, and the institute, as a whole, was an enlightening, even
inspiring, experience. Thanks. Thanks for inviting Sree wonderful, may need help on some of the things I
learned but will hunt down Jeffrey! I learned quite a bit, but I was expecting a bit more beginner-level
instruction at the beginning of the day--other people with whom I spoke felt the same way. For example,
Sree talked about hashtags without ever really identifying what they are or how to create one.For the

afternoon, we worked on pinterest, and I found that fun--I'm hoping I can find a way to make it useful as
well. Excellent ASI workshop—one of the best! I would have found it more helpful to have the lab time
first, followed by the speaker, since I didn't know what the speaker was talking about. Sree and Jeff were
very passionate and helpful. So happy that I came! Great presentation. Results beyond my expectations.
All sections were very interesting. A fun and informative day as well as meeting some interesting people. I
would love to be at future events. Great day! Thank you for your hard work that made this day possible.
Sree was really good! The discussions were OK but the room was too loud to hear. The lab mostly a time
was a waste for me (I have used Pinterest before). Maybe something on Instagram? Next time allow
people other options especially something for the more advanced users. Thank you for a very
enlightening day. I learned so much -- and will bring it all into the classroom. (It was extremely well
planned, and fun to meet the other adjuncts, too.)Elizabeth HunterAMC

	
  

